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Who would think a former Miss Teen Wisconsin’s pearly whites would extend from ear to ear when talking
about bathing in blood or starting a cult? But this sums up the complex, varied and arguably balanced nature
of artist and Ford model Myla DalBesio.
The modeling industry has pegged her as the next Crystal Renn while the art world has tossed around names
such as Marina Abramovic when describing the emerging artist’s ﬁercely ambitious and honest performance
work. Myla caught major attention a few months ago during the Chelsea Art Walk for her show entitled
Young Money, where she gave willing participants bare-breasted, “faith-healing” lap dances while doused in
cheap champagne. Now, she moves closer to the religious aspect of her work with the ﬁrst piece in a new
series entitled Holy Ghost, presented at the SPRING/BREAK Art Show (a new curator-driven art fair during
the Armory Arts Week, March 6 – 11)
After rushing to arrive from a long day on set, Myla punctured the stillness of a quiet room with a surge of
colorful energy, greeting me with a huge hug and a bottle of wine. In conversation and in practice, she
seems to have a ﬁrm grip on the balance between the lighter and darker sides of life, as she jumped from
beautifully painted tales of frolicking nude in South American oceans under the veil of psychedelic
substances to the death of both of her parents.
While it’s interesting that Myla’s plus-sized modeling career is soaring in the absence of Crystal Renn, I
would rather talk about enchanted herbs and sacred rituals than fashion, body image or modeling because, if
I have learned anything from Myla’s work, it’s that you’re allowed to curate the world in which you would
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to exist. You decide what it looks like and who gets to live there, and today Myla is my favorite visitor.
If her adorable Betty Page smile and endearing Wisconsin accent (Oh my gaad!) do not mesmerize you,
perhaps
her ideas will.
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25 Aug 2012 - 8 Sep 2018
Jacquelyn Gallo: Tell me about your new work.
Myla DalBesio: I’m showing a sculptural and photo installation. It’s the ﬁrst piece in what I intend to be a
series called Holy Ghost. This one speciﬁcally is called Holy Ghost: We Can Make You Pure. Its all about
purity and protection. I was really thinking a lot about the idea of baptism going into this.
Jacquelyn: Were you baptized?
Myla: No, I was not raised in a very religious household. For many years we practiced in a Unitarian
Universalist church which makes you open to everything. Then we stopped going. My mother had cancer
and when she was nearing the end she adopted a Christian Science faith. I put a lot of faith in that and then
she died. I think I lost every sense of faith in God that I had for a long time. I remember being like, “I don’t
believe in God, I’m an atheist!” which I don’t ﬁnd to be true anymore. I guess I would say I am
“spiritual.” But I am still fascinated by religion of all types, speciﬁcally Catholicism and its ties to Pagan
religion, like with Voodoo and Santeria, and the parallel between the two like the worshipping of different
saints and deities. That’s where this piece is coming from. What I’m trying to do is create what I’ve
colloquially been calling “spirit saints.” This is the ﬁrst of that series. I shot the photo in Pennsylvania last
summer, it’s my boyfriend in the photo.
Jacquelyn: Is he a spirit saint?
Myla: (laughs) I wouldn’t call him a saint. He gives a lot to me, more on a partner level than an idolizing
level.
Jacquelyn: So the spirit saints, how did that form in your head? Do you see these saints? Is it only a creative
thing or something you feel spiritually inclined to do or both?
Myla: I don’t see myself ever worshipping at the alter of these saints. It’s more an expression of these
different focuses and energies that I feel and sense in nature and in the world. It’s a manifestation of that and
less of something to be worshipped. Although, the way that I’m presenting it, is more in the vein of
something that’s being worshipped. Basically, I’m building an altar to the spirit saint. A lot of materials I
used are coming from the reference of magical herbs like grass and pine. Also what I ﬁnd purifying like salt,
the ocean, crystals. But also I feel this strange connection to other materials like fake nails and horse hair
and eyeshadows. I like the idea of these everyday things that you become obsessed with.
Jacquelyn: You’re attracted to rituals?
Myla: Yes, the ritualistic aspects of these kinds of things. I’ve always been obsessed with this idea of
creating a religion, creating something totally different but incorporating all of my interests. Like when
Evangelicals get possessed by the holy spirit and they speak in tongues, that’s something I ﬁnd really
attractive, and saint candles, alters, things like that. So, taking little pieces from all of these practices and
combining them into one imaginary practice.
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Jacquelyn: And the name Holy Ghost?
Myla: I’m so attached to that name. It holds so much power, it’s creepy but amazing. In Evangelical
practices they talk about washing in the blood of Jesus. This is an amazing blessing where you feel clean
afterward but really what they’re talking about is bathing in blood.
Rosalie Knox (photographer): That is so metal!
Myla: (laughs) I mean obviously they don’t mean it in a literal sense but when you break it down in the
literal sense it is so creepy!
Jacquelyn: And awesome.
Myla: And awesome!
Jacquelyn: You mentioned Voodoo and Santeria. Some people think that it’s a darker side of magic. Are you
attracted to a darker element and how does that play out in your work?
Myla: Absolutely, I’m deﬁnitely attracted to the darker aspect of life in general. What’s interesting about
Voodoo is that it gets this loose rap of being terrible, like this Hollywood zombie/Voodoo doll thing but
really, it’s not like that at all, it’s a practiced religion.
Jacquelyn: Do you think that magic can have a real inﬂuence though?
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Myla:
I think it’s more about energies. I’m really into symbolism and how to practice magic with herbs by
https://www.dossierjournal.com/blog/art/in-conversation-with-myla-dalbesio/
enchanting them. I think mostly what it is is a concentration of energies. The most important thing is
visualizing
and focusing all of your energy on this thing that you want to achieve. The way I look at it is, if
7 captures
you’re
focusing
25 Aug
2012 - 8 constantly
Sep 2018 on this thing you want to achieve you’re going to achieve it anyway because
that’s what you’re putting all of your time and energy into. It’s a reminder, think about this thing that you
want, work towards it. Put out that energy into the universe and then you can reap the beneﬁts from it.
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Jacquelyn: Have you heard of the laws of attraction?
Myla: Yeah, or The Secret (laughs). I was researching cults for a few months. I had this idea in the future, in
the same vein of creating this religion, of creating a Jim Jones cult type of thing. I just always thought it
would be so interesting to approach it like it was real. I told a friend of mine, if I really get into this you
have to make sure that I don’t start believing what I was saying. No one ever starts something going “I’m
gonna start a cult, then we’re gonna get all freaky and then I’m gonna tell everybody to kill themselves.” I
think everything starts with the best intentions and then it turns when you get power, when you realize how
much you are inﬂuencing people. It really fucks with your head when you realize you can get away with
anything and when you have no limits or boundaries. What that can do to a person I think is really
interesting… and terrifying.
Jacquelyn: What motivates you to want that power?
Myla: I don’t want that power! It’s tough and that’s why I was warning my friend to keep me in check. I
don’t feel that desire to be in control of people. I mean I’m really bossy and I’ll give advice to everyone on
what I think is right, but I’m not a puppet master and I don’t aspire to be that. But I do ﬁnd that personality
really fascinating so I’m interested in pursuing that. I think I haven’t taken it there because I’m not strong
enough to do that yet, to push the art side of it as far as I possibly can without letting it change me and who I
really am. But I do have it all planned out!
Jacquelyn: You do?!
Myla: Yeah, I started writing the manifesto. But I also have 8 million projects going at one time because I’m
so ADD.
Jacquelyn: Well, the most important part is knowing what the cult followers are going to wear, so I hope
you have that down.
Myla: Clearly! The other thing I’m working on right now is trying to meld what I see as two different sides
of my artistic interests. One of those sides is this religious, mystical, spiritual, hippie shit. And the other side
is this obsession with all the gross, awesome, crazy shit that happens in our everyday lives, and that’s where
Young Money came from.
Jacquelyn: Yes, tell me about Young Money. I thought it was amazing… unless you don’t want to talk about
it?
Myla: I said the other day that anytime someone asks me about it in an interview I’m just going to say, “I’m
not talking about it anymore!” (laughs), but I’m just being whiny because that’s all anyone ever asks me
about. As soon as you take your tits out, that’s what everyone wants to hear about. What’s funny is that it
was not my intention to be topless. I bought a swimsuit that was purposely way too small for me because I
wanted it to cut into my fat in an unappealing way. The goal was to try to make myself as ugly as possible
(note: during the piece Myla wore heavily applied fake tanner, makeup and a tight bathing suit) and then
everything gets stripped away. The fake tanner came off all over the walls, on the people I was touching and
the pillow and clearly my swimsuit came off. It is interesting because while that wasn’t the intention going
into it, what came out of it was so much more than that not just for the piece itself but for me personally.
The growth that I experienced through that piece was something that I was not expecting and it was really
hard to deal with.
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Jacquelyn: How did you feel after?
Myla: Really fucked up. I was physically fucked up because I consumed so much champagne, but also
mentally. For an hour I was sobbing in the shower. There was so much emotion and so much connection to
so many different individuals that were complete strangers. When I was sitting with someone in the
performance I was really focused on giving myself to that person and really being true to the connection that
we were sharing and trying to illicit the same from them. That is really emotionally draining and afterwards
it was like I had nothing left inside of me. I’ve never really experienced that feeling before. It was so
powerful to be that exposed and raw with complete strangers.
Jacquelyn: To me it seemed like you were working out a lot of issues with shame. Did you feel shameful
afterward?
Myla: I deﬁnitely felt shame. That’s interesting that you say that, I guess maybe I haven’t really addressed
that before. Looking back, watching the footage, the feeling that I get is the same kind of feeling when I
walk down the street and guys are hollering at me. That kind of experience always makes me close up, I ﬁnd
myself slouching down, almost cowering. But I still feel proud of this piece because I’ve gotten a lot of
feedback from people who participated in it and they really picked up on what I was trying to do.
Jacquelyn: Both men and women?
Myla: Yeah, both men and women. The shame really comes from the people who didn’t get it. It’s not that I
am ashamed of myself or what I did. It’s just a feeling of being uncomfortable because someone is taking
advantage of you, taking advantage of the situation and taking it totally out of context. And that’s really
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disappointing.
There was a guy who sat down towards the end of the piece who was constantly trying to
https://www.dossierjournal.com/blog/art/in-conversation-with-myla-dalbesio/
grab my breasts and that is so offensive to me.
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Myla: Yeah, and I’m glad that I had that experience.
Jacquelyn: You’re taking one for the team.
Myla: I mean, I deﬁnitely did. I needed someone to sit down in that chair and be a total asshole. But you
know what is so funny? The next day he added me on Facebook! I was like are you fucking serious? No, I
will not be your friend! But I’m glad he was a dick because it made the experience more
powerful. Something that I ﬁnd really tricky about this is that I almost feel like I’m exploiting these women
that do this on an everyday basis. It’s tough because that is never my intention, to exploit women like that in
any way. I felt an ounce of what they must experience constantly and it was just so hard. I can only imagine
you have to make yourself numb in the same way that I am now numb to all of these assholes who yell at
me when I walk down the street. You just have to put on your headphones and block it out.
Jacquelyn: Now your work is really focused on spirituality. How does ego, control and realization of the self
play into it, does that come out in your work?
Myla: Sure. Honestly I really feel like any artist that’s practicing and willing to put their shit out there has to
have some kind of major ego, otherwise how are you going to have the balls to do it because you face so
much criticism every time you do anything. We all suffer from insecurities but you have to really believe in
what you’re doing in order to get it out there and I do.
Jacquelyn: Before our interview you were telling me that you were going to do a performance piece but
because of issues with the church and the space you weren’t able to. Can you tell me a little about what
happened with the performance you had planned but are now unable to do?
Myla: Oh yeah, it’s not anyone’s fault, there’s no blame to be cast anywhere. The space that the show is in is
an old Catholic school and it’s still in control of the church. The people that run it were concerned. Honestly,
I respect the church. A lot of what I say or do and what I intend to do in the future could easily be
interpreted as anti-religious or anti-Catholic but it’s not. I hold these religions and these practices in the
highest regard and I respect what they’re doing and I wouldn’t want to be in their own space stepping on
their toes. What I had originally planned was a performance that was going to tie into the piece that I have
installed involving acts of contrition, group puriﬁcation and baptism. It seems like that might have been a
little too touchy to move forward with so the piece changed into something else involving the social
construct of what makes a woman feminine and desirable. I hang out with a lot of girls that don’t feel the
need to embrace that kind of acceptable femininity. I was going to take over this giant boy’s bathroom in the
school. I was really inspired by a road trip I took through Appalachia with some very dear friends of mine
all of whom had very short hair and one of whom looks very androgynous. She used to live as a boy when
she was younger. She’s no longer doing that but she still has some masculine features in her face. Going
through the rural parts of Appalachia, she had to basically masquerade as a boy because that’s what
everyone was addressing her as and there was such an air of aggression and hostility towards anyone that
wasn’t known. It became really terrifying after a while to the point where she felt she had to use the boy’s
bathroom. So I was really thinking a lot about girls in the boy’s bathroom. That’s where this piece that is no
longer happening came from. But that didn’t take place because of spatial restrictions. I was asked to make a
number of compromises which, because I’m such a dick about how I want my work presented, I wasn’t
willing to make.
Jacquelyn: So will this work take place somewhere else?
Myla: Hopefully, and maybe even in the same building just under different circumstances.
Jacquelyn: Is there anything else coming up that you want to plug or talk about?
Myla: I’m in the process of conﬁrming a performance for a show in Europe, possibly to take place at the
beginning of next year. It’s focused on the American ideal of the perfect woman and how it’s been recycled.
I think of it as very 1970s/80s but this Americana woman is still being recycled through all of the young hip
kids’ work, like chicks in jean jackets in front of American ﬂags, drinking beer. I don’t hate that image – I
think of myself as an American fucking chick! I have an American ﬂag shirt and jean jacket and I love to
drink beer, but it’s more about this idea that’s being forced upon you. When I think about making work,
what comes easiest to me is the feminist bullshit because I come from that point of view, I am a woman and
I work in the (fashion) industry. But I’m also interested in so many other things I have to remind to take it a
step further and not just go with what’s easiest. I really respect and admire where the feminist artists have
taken us but I also feel this desire to take it further. It would be an injustice to keep spitting out the same
work.
Jacquelyn: How do you juggle mainstream modeling with your artist’s life?
Myla: Modeling is a job. What makes it wonderful is when I get to do things that are really creative, like
editorial. I shot with Jeff Bark for Dazed and Confused a few months ago and watching him work was an
experience that I probably would have paid for because I learned so much. But as for the stuff that’s not so
interesting or exciting, it’s just a job. As for my art, part of my obsession with being totally in control of
everything that I make and how I present my work, is because in the fashion and modeling industry I have
no control over anything. It’s someone else’s concept that I’m trying to make happen and I really have no
control over my own image. So I feel a strong desire in the other part of my life to have full control.
Photographs by Rosalie Knox
This entry was written by Jacquelyn Gallo, posted on March 6, 2012 at 9:01 am, ﬁled under Art, Features,
Interviews, Performing Arts and tagged Armory Arts Week, Myla DalBesio, Rosalie Knox, SPRING/BREAK Art
Show, Young Money. Bookmark the permalink. Follow any comments here with the RSS feed for this post. Post a
comment or leave a trackback: Trackback URL.
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